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Television personality and actress Sherri Shepherd was recently revealed to be the singer under the
penguin mask on the American reality TV show and singing competition, The Masked Singer.
The show just finished its second season, with 16 celebrity contestants including singer Chris
Daughtry and actress Raven-Symone. Sherri Shepherd entered the competition in week 3, losing her
face-off against the Fox, who ultimately won, and then being safe to stay on the episode after a
performance of “Work It” by Fifth Harmony. She left the set and revealed her identity after her next
performance in episode 5, when she sang “All About that Bass.”
As a former member of The View, she told reporters that she knew she’d have a hard time masking
her identity from fellow View host Jenny McCarthy, since they are very close and know each other
extremely well. In addition to wearing a full-body costume that concealed her figure and covered her
face with a detailed penguin mask, Sherri Shepherd avoided her signature moves, such as salsa, and
did her best dancing in styles she never does as herself to try to throw her friend and colleague off the
scent. Unfortunately, she was unable to change her walk enough to fool everyone entirely, and was
voted off the show and had her identity revealed on an episode in November.
When not dressing as a penguin to compete on national reality TV singing competitions or chatting
about current events on The View, Sherri Shepherd promotes a line of wigs called Sherri Shepherd
Wigs. These wigs are made from a specially developed synthetic hair known as LUXHAIR Keralon
Plus which has been designed to be the exact thickness and weight as natural human hair. It’s also
treated with a keratin conditioning treatment to give the wigs a soft, silky texture like healthy human
hair. In total, Sherri Shepherd Wigs has 12 wigs in their collection, including long “Goddess Curls” and
a cute bob, which are available at beauty supply store House of Beauty World.
House of Beauty World, based in Pennsylvania and shipping across the United States, sells a number
of wig brands along with Sherri Shepherd Wigs. Their wig selection also includes nearly thirty wigs
from Amore, hundreds of wig styles from Bobby Boss, FreeTress, It's a Wig and Motown Tress. They
also carry wigs from Vivica Fox, Noriko, Brandywine and the Janet Collection. In addition to their large
selection of wigs, House of Beauty World carries a variety of hair products as well as many other
essential beauty products, covering everything from nails to skincare to makeup. They have a huge
variety of products from lots of top brands and are dedicated to making sure their customers are
happy with every beauty product purchase.
Anyone interested in learning more about the company or purchasing Sherri Shepherd Wigs from
House of Beauty World can visit the company’s website at https://www.houseofbeautyworld.com.
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